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Abstract— To date most frequency-domain (FD) turbo equal-
ization schemes assume ideal channel state information (CSI) is
available. In this paper, a system combining FD turbo linear
equalization with time-domain channel estimation is developed
and evaluated for single-carrier modulation formats. The effect
of estimated CSI on the equalizer form is shown. Performance
results employing convolutionally encoded QPSK and 16-QAM
transmissions show the efficacy of the proposed system and its
capability to operate in different wireless scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Single-carrier (SC) linear modulation techniques combined
with frequency-domain (FD) equalization provide an alter-
native to multicarrier techniques for combating multipath
fading in channels with large delay spread [1]. They tolerate
frequency offset and have well controlled peak to average
power ratio. They have comparable complexity to orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing systems, and are more robust
to synchronization errors [1].

If error correction coding is used, then information can
be iteratively passed between the equalizer and decoder to
improve performance. This is called turbo equalization [2].
Recently, several such schemes were proposed [3]–[10]. A
time-domain (TD) scheme was described in [3] and a FD
scheme was proposed in [3], [10]. They all require exact
knowledge of the channel state information (CSI). Here, we
employ the scheme of [10] as it is derived using fewer
approximations than that of [3], is less complex and is usable
with a variety of channel estimation schemes. Moreover, it is
effective in highly dispersive channels.

There has been some research into turbo equalizers that
do not require a priori knowledge of the CSI [11]–[13]. One
approach is to iteratively minimize a cost function [11], [12].
This approach was employed in [9] to jointly estimate the
channel in parallel with TD turbo equalization. Its disadvan-
tage is that the variance of the estimation error is not easily
obtained from the soft outputs of the soft-input soft-output
(SISO) decoder. A similar TD scheme was given in [13]. It
structured channel estimation as a Kalman state estimator by
processing the soft information from the decoding process as
part of the statistical description of the channel. However, it
leads to a very complex structure, especially for high-level
modulation formats.

Here, we investigate FD turbo equalization with estimated
CSI at the receiver. We combine the FD turbo linear equal-
ization (FD-TLE) algorithm of [10] with the low-complexity

TD channel estimation algorithm of [14]. This estimation
scheme was used primarily because of its simplicity and
relatively good performance in very slow fading. However,
it is recognized that more accurate approaches, such as that
of [15], would yield better performance, albeit with increased
complexity. The novelty of the resulting scheme lies in the
combination of adaptive TD channel estimation with FD turbo
equalization. Furthermore, the scheme is extended to high level
modulation formats and remains computationally feasible. Our
derivation of FD-TLE for estimated CSI shows that imperfect
estimates lead to bias terms in the equalizer matrix.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

A block diagram of the proposed system in complex base-
band is shown in Fig. 1. Prior to transmission, a training
sequence is used to train the channel estimator. The system is
then switched to transmission mode where a further training
sequence is embedded in the unique word (UW) prefix and
suffix of each transmitted block. These are used by the channel
estimator to track the CSI.

Data is encoded using a convolutional code 1. Each group
of log2M consecutive encoded bits is Gray-mapped to an M -
ary constellation point/ channel symbol {Xl|l = 0 . . .M − 1}.
The resulting symbol stream at rate f = 1/T is divided
into non-overlapping blocks of length NCS . Each block
is interleaved to produce the block of channel symbols
xNCS

= [x0, x1, . . . , xNCS−1]
T . A UW of length NUW is

appended to xNCS
as a prefix and suffix to produce the se-

quence xNT
= [x−NUW

, . . . , x−1, x0, x1, . . . , xNCS−1, xNCS
,

. . . , xNCS+NUW −1]
T . This is passed through a root raised

cosine filter with impulse response p(t) and rolloff α, truncated
to span Lp symbols. It is then transmitted over a frequency
selective fading channel with impulse response c(t), modeled
as a delay line with Lc independent symbol-spaced taps. We
assume that c(t) is slowly time varying, and changes negligibly
over each transmitted block.

The received signal can be expressed as

r(t) =
NUW +NCS−1∑
n=−NUW

xnh(t− nT ) + w(t) (1)

where h(t) is the composite channel impulse response span-
ning Lh = Lp + Lc symbol periods and w(t) is additive

1A variety of codes such as turbo or low density parity check (LDPC) codes
could also be used.
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Fig. 1. FD-TLE with channel estimation.

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two-sided power spectral
density 2N0. The signal r(t) is passed through an ideal
lowpass filter (LPF) having two-sided bandwidth 1/T and gain√
T/2 to produce the bandlimited random process

y(t) =
NUW +NCS−1∑
n=−NUW

√
T

2
xnh(t− nT ) + n(t), (2)

where n(t) is Gaussian noise having zero-mean and two-sided
power spectral density N0T for |f | ≤ 1/T . Following [10], an
ideal LPF is used instead of a matched filter since the channel
is random and unknown.

The signal y(t) is sampled at rate2 fs = Ns/T and
the samples corresponding to the UW prefix are used to
update the CSI estimate before being discarded. The samples
corresponding to the UW suffix are not removed as they are
used to estimate the variance of the equalization error at the
equalizer output [16]. The remaining samples of y(t) corre-
spond to the symbol block xN = [x0, x1, . . . , xN−1]T , where
N = NUW + NCS . These samples may be expressed as a
2N -dimensional complex vector, y2N = [y0, y1, . . . , y2N−1],
where for i = 0, . . . , 2N − 1

yi=y(ti)=
1√
2N

N∑
k=−N

PkXkCk exp
(
j
2πki
2N

)
+ ni, (3)

ti = iT/2 for i = 0, . . . , 2N−1, Pk = P (k/NT )/
√
T , Xk is

the kth component of the vector XN = [X0, X1, . . . , XN−1]T

resulting from the DFT of xN , X−k = X∗
k and Ck =

C (k/NT ). Note that P (f) and C(f) are the Fourier trans-
forms of p(t) and c(t), respectively. The noise samples ni=

2Although Ns can take any integer value to accommodate Doppler, in most
practical instances, Ns = 2 is sufficient and is used here. Also the simulation
results presented in Section IV use Ns = 2.

n(ti) are independent identically distributed random variables
having zero mean and variance σ2

n=2N0.
The DFT block in Fig. 1 operates on y2N , to produce the

FD vector Y2N = [Y0, Y1, . . . , Y2N−1]
T , where [10]

Yk=RkXk + Vk, (4)

Rk=

{
PkCk, k=0, 1, . . . , N
Pk−2NCk−2N , k=N + 1, N + 2, . . . , 2N − 1.

(5)

The set of random variables {Vk} is statistically equivalent to
{ni}. We may write (4) in matrix form as Y2N = RX2N +
V, where R = diag(Rk), X2N =

[
XT
N |XT

N

]T
and V =

[V0, V1, . . . , V2N−1]
T .

The equalizer filters Y2N by an N × 2N matrix
DTLE [ψ]

∣∣
ψ=1

to produce the N -dimensional vector x̂N . This
is passed through the IDFT block and a deinterleaver to
produce the deinterleaved symbol estimate x̂

′
N . Simulations

were run to determine the distribution of the equalization error
in x̂

′
N . It was found to be close to Gaussian [16].

The estimate x̂
′
N is fed into the SISO decoder which

generates both symbol a posteriori probabilities (APPs) and
data estimates. The APPs are passed back to the equalizer
through an interleaver and a DFT and used to adjust the
equalizer matrix to DTLE [ψ]

∣∣
ψ=2

. An improved data estimate
of XN is then obtained and used for the next iteration. This
process continues for some set number of iterations, following
which the decoded data is obtained from the SISO decoder.

III. FD-TLE WITH CHANNEL ESTIMATION

A. Channel Estimation Using GLMS Channel Estimator

We use the generalized least mean squares (GLMS) es-
timator of [14] as the channel estimator in Fig. 1. It is
a simplification of the generalized recursive least squares
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(GRLS) estimator [15]. The GLMS was chosen because it may
be more simply implemented than schemes such as the GRLS
approach of [15] or a Kalman estimator [17]. In addition, in
many situations, its performance is only slightly worse. We
summarize it in the following.

To initiate channel estimation, a training sequence dTrain =
[d0−Lh/2, . . . , d0, . . . , dNT rain+Lh/2−1] is transmitted, where
NTrain is the training sequence length and is chosen to ensure
estimator convergence (NTrain = 156 was sufficient). The Lh
extra symbols in dTrain are due to the tail effects in linear
convolution. We may decompose the discrete channel impulse
response h(t, τ) into Ns parallel symbol-rate sampled sub-
channel responses [18]. The lth received sample of the γth

sub-channel may be written as

y
(γ)
l =

Lc+Lp/2+l∑
μ=−Lp/2+l

dμh
(γ)
l,l−μ + n

(γ)
l , (6)

where y
(γ)
l = y((lNs + γ)Ts), n

(γ)
l = n((lNs + γ)Ts),

and h
(γ)
l,l−μ = h((lNs + γ)Ts, ((l − μ)Ns + γ)Ts), for γ =

0, 1, . . . , Ns − 1. We may then write the lth GLMS update
equation for the γth sub-channel as [14]

ĥ(γ)
l+1|l = U

(
ĥ(γ)
l|l−1 + P̂(γ)dHl

(
y
(γ)
l − ŷ

(γ)
l|l−1

))
, (7)

where the matrix U is defined as

U =
( U1 U2 . . . UPG−1 UPG

ILh(PG−1) 0Lh(PG−1),Lh

)
, (8)

Ur = urILh
and ur is the rth tap weight of a polynomial

predictor3 of length PG and order NG < PG [14], [15].
The matrix ĥ(γ)

l|l−1 = [Ĥ(γ)T
l|l−1, Ĥ(γ)T

l−1|l−1, . . . , ĤT
l−PG+1|l−1]

(γ)T

is the lth estimate of the channel state vector h(γ)
l|l−1

based on (l − 1) prior received samples, with H(γ)
l|l−1 =

[h(γ)
l|l−1,−Lp/2

, . . . , h
(γ)
l|l−1,0, . . . , h

(γ)
l|l−1,Lp/2+Lc−1]

T . P̂(γ) is
the intermediate matrix and dl = [dl+Lc+Lp/2, . . . , dl+1, dl,
dl−1, . . . , dl−Lp/2 | 01,Lh(PG−1)] is the data vector corre-
sponding to the lth received sample. Note that P̂(γ) can be
obtained from an offline recursion based on the polynomial
structure and is used in the estimation algorithm in place of
the usual covariance matrix [14].

In data transmission mode, we modify the notation for the
received samples as the channel is assumed constant over
the jth transmission block and the training sequence is now
embedded in the UW prefix. The lth received sample of the
γth sub-channel for the jth block is written as

y
(γ)
j,l =

Lc+Lp/2+l∑
μ=−Lp/2+l

xj,μh
(γ)
j,l−μ + n

(γ)
j,l , (9)

This assumes Ns = 2, samples y(0)
j,−NUW /2, y(1)

j,−NUW /2 are
used to provide the (NTrain + j)th update of the channel.
Since the UW sequence is known at the receiver for each
transmission, the vector dj for the (NTrain + j)th update
is given by dj = [xj,−(NUW +Lp)/2+Lh

, . . . , xj,−NUW /2, . . . ,
xj,−(NUW +Lp)/2 | 01,Lh(PG−1)].

3The polynomial weights {ur} are fixed and easily found [15].

B. FD-TLE Algorithm

We briefly describe the development of the equalizer filter
matrix DTLE [ψ] for the ψth iteration of the turbo equalization
process. We initially assume the channel impulse response
(CIR) is perfectly known at the receiver, and derive DTLE [ψ]
following [10]. We then extend this by deriving DTLE [ψ] for
the case of estimated CIR.

At the start of the ψth iteration of the turbo equalization
process, we denote the data APPs produced by the SISO
decoder as APPn,l[ψ − 1] = P{xn = Xl|x̂l}. When ψ = 1,
the APP values are not available and are set to be equal. We
define the zero-mean vectors X̃N [ψ] = XN−ExN ,ψ−1{XN},
X̃2N [ψ] = X2N −ExN ,ψ−1{X2N} and the modified received
vector [10]

Ỹ2N [ψ] = Y − RExN ,ψ−1{X2N} = RX̃2N [ψ] + V, (10)

where R is defined following (5) and

ExN ,ψ−1

{
xn

}
=
M−1∑
l=0

APPn,l[ψ − 1]Xl (11)

is the statistical average of xn with respect to the data vector
xN evaluated on the basis of the APPs produced by the SISO
decoder employing the BCJR algorithm [19], after ψ − 1
iterations.

We next define the modified FD error vector

Δ̃TLE [ψ] = DTLE [ψ]Ỹ[ψ] − X̃N [ψ], (12)

To find DTLE [ψ], we use the orthogonality principle [11],
which in the FD is given by

E{Δ̃TLE [ψ]Ỹ[ψ]H} = 0N×2N . (13)

1) Known CIR: Assuming perfect CSI is available and
substituting (10) and (12) into (13), we obtain the equalizer
matrix [10] as

DTLE [ψ] = (IN − Φ[ψ])JRHKT [ψ], (14)

where J = [IN |IN ],

Φ[ψ] = ExN ,ψ−1{XN}ExN ,ψ−1{XH
N}, (15)

KT [ψ] =
[
RJH(IN − Φ[ψ])JRH + σ2

nI2N

]−1

. (16)

The data APPs are used to evaluate Φ[ψ] = [φi,p[ψ]], where

φi,p[ψ] = 1
N

∑N−1
n=0 ExN ,ψ−1{xn} exp

(−j 2πin
N

)
·∑N−1

l=0 ExN ,ψ−1{xl}∗ exp
(
−j 2πpl

N

)
. (17)

2) Estimated CIR: We now consider the FD-TLE equations
when only estimated CIR is available. We first replace the CIR
c(t) with the estimated CIR ĉ(t). We then let R = R̂ − E,
where E is the estimation error matrix. Using R̂−E in place
of R in (10), we obtain the equalizer matrix in terms of R̂,

DTLE [ψ] = (IN − Φ[ψ])JR̂HKT [ψ], (18)

where the filter matrix is given by

KT [ψ] =
[
R̂JH (IN − Φ[ψ])JR̂H

+E
{
EEH

}
JH (IN − Φ[ψ])J + σ2

nI2N

]−1
. (19)

3
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The Fourier transform of the estimated channel response
can be written as

Ĉ(f) =
Lc−1∑
n=0

cn exp(−j2πfτn) +
Lc−1∑
n=0

en exp(−j2πfτn)

= C(f) + E(f), (20)

where τn, cn and en are the delay, gain and estimation error
associated with the nth tap. Since R̂ = R + E each element
of the diagonal matrix E can be obtained by sampling the es-
timation error component E(f). Assuming that the estimation
errors associated with each channel tap {e0, · · · , eLc−1} are
independent, we obtain

E

⎧⎨⎩
(
Lc−1∑
n=0

en exp(−j2πfτn)
)(

Lc−1∑
n=0

en exp(−j2πfτn)
)∗⎫⎬⎭

=
Lc−1∑
n=0

E{ene∗n}. (21)

This was derived assuming a rectangular pulse shape. A
(root) raised cosine pulse response has P (f) ≤ 1 meaning
the components of the diagonal matrix E{EEH} are upper
bounded by

∑Lc−1
n=0 E {ene∗n}. To evaluate E{EEH} we

require ideal CSI, which is not easily achieved in practice.
However, simulation has found that

∑Lc−1
n=0 E {ene∗n} is small

in magnitude, especially at high SNR [16].
The term E

{
EEH

}
JH (IN − Φ[ψ])J in (19) will be

small since elements in E{EEH} are small. Hence, we may
set this term to zero and approximate (19) as

KT [ψ] ∼=
[
R̂JH (IN − Φ[ψ])JR̂H + σ2

nI2N

]−1

. (22)

We note that (22) has the same form as (16), which was
obtained assuming ideal CSI. However, since R̂ = R + E
is used in (22) instead of the actual composite channel R,
degradation in receiver performance is expected due to the
estimation error embedded in R̂. This in effect causes the
equalizer to be mismatched to the channel response.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We consider two channel models, one typical of mobile
and one of fixed wireless systems. The first is an 11-TAP
mobile wireless model that follows from [20], [21]. It assumes
no line-of-sight path and uses 11 equally spaced taps with
1μs spacing, the assumed symbol period. The delay power
profile for this channel, QMobile(τ), is set to be a truncated
exponential function with mean 2.5μs and maximum delay
τmax = 10μs. The SUI-5 model [22] has 3 taps with relative
tap powers of 0dB, −5dB, and −10dB, respectively, and
a total delay spread of 10μs. In this case the maximum
Doppler frequency is 2.5 Hz, which represents very slow
fading. However, the SUI-5 model is very dispersive. In both
cases, we consider the channel to be quasi-static within a data
frame and only vary from frame to frame.

All simulations assume the symbol period is T = 1μs and
the root-raised cosine pulse shape p(t) has a rolloff of α = 0.4
truncated to Lp = 10 symbol intervals. The DFT order is
2N = 2048. A 64-by-16 (N = 1024) block interleaver is
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(a) For 1/2-rate 4-state (5, 7) convolutional code.
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(b) For 1/2-rate 64-state (133, 171) convolutional code.

Fig. 2. Overall system performance for the 11-TAP channel.

used. The GLMS channel estimator length and polynomial
order are set to PG = 3 and NG = 1, respectively. We found
from simulations that this provided the best performance.

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as
10 log (Eb/N0), where Eb = Es

R·log2M
is the average

received energy per data bit, Es is the average received
symbol energy and R is the rate of the convolutional code4.

The bit-error-rate (BER) for the 11-TAP channel using the
4-state (5, 7) and 64-state (133, 171) convolutional codes is
shown in Fig. 2. As in [10], most of the gain is obtained using
two iterations. The gain is smaller in the case of estimated CSI.
For the 4-state code, there is a degradation due to imperfect
CSI of approximately 2dB for QPSK and 4dB for 16-QAM at
10−4 BER after 3 iterations. Similar degradation is observed
for the 64-state code. This is expected since imperfect CSI
introduces errors into the equalization process.

The BER for the SUI-5 channel with the 4-state (5, 7) and

4R is the convolutional code rate for the data block. The UW sequences
are appended to the data block after encoding. So, R does not include the
throughput loss introduced by the UW sequences [16].

4
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(a) For 1/2-rate 4-state (5, 7) convolutional code.
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(b) For 1/2-rate 64-state (133, 171) convolutional code.

Fig. 3. Overall system performance for the SUI-5 channel.

64-state (133, 171) convolutional code is shown in Fig. 3. The
results illustrate that when using estimated CSI, the FD-TLE
receiver improves performance using a second iteration, but
nothing further is gained from a third iteration. When the 4-
state (5, 7) convolutional code is used, there is a performance
degradation due to imperfect CSI of approximately 2dB at a
BER of 10−4 for QPSK and 4dB at a BER of 5×10−4 for 16-
QAM, after 3 iterations. When the 64-state code is used, there
is a performance degradation of approximately 3dB at a BER
of 10−4 for QPSK and 5dB at a BER of 5×10−4 for 16-QAM
after 3 iterations. As with the 11-TAP channel, the gain is less
than for perfect CSI. Note that performance improvement due
to iteration is smaller for estimated CSI. This suggests that the
channel estimation error is significant to the turbo equalization
process. Hence, accurate CSI is required to obtain significant
improvement from the iterative process.

V. CONCLUSION

A FD turbo linear equalizer has been described, which
estimates CSI in the TD. It utilizes the FD-TLE scheme

of [10] and the channel estimator of [14]. A derivation of
the modified FD-TLE algorithm employing estimated CSI was
also presented. BER performance of the system has been
evaluated. The results illustrate that most of the achievable
gain is obtained after 2 iterations. The results show that the
system may be applied to different wireless channels. Lastly,
the results clearly show the necessity of using accurate CSI
in the turbo equalization process. This suggests that a more
accurate channel estimator, such as the GRLS structure [15]
or a Kalman filter [17] should be used, which would lead to
increased system complexity.
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